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MINUTES FOR NEADC INFORMAL WEDNESDAY, October 2, 2002 
Hosted by Janet MacCausland, Raynham, MA

Present: Maryhelen Shuman-Groh, Peter McCarthy, Anna Krowczynska, Jim Carozza, Veronica Atlantis, Bryce Flynn, Rick Rosa, Al Bozza
Absent: Steve Groh, Alicia Lenci, Scott Bortis

BUSINESS

1.	HOLIDAY PARTY
Set for Friday, December 13th at 8 p.m. Tickets are printed and ready for distribution, fliers were sent to the dive shops, deposit was sent and contract is ready for signing. Veronica is talking with caterer about the food (Italian, since everybody likes Italian), we will supply table clothes, napkins, paper plates and cutlery.  Anna took two bins containing table centerpieces, decorations and table clothes since she is in charge of decorations. Christmas Party will a lead story on the web.

2.	CLOTHING
Shore dives leaders T-shirts haven’t came in yet (they were supposed to be delivered at the end of September), but hopefully will be available for the next General Meeting.
Al found bin with fleece and hats and will bring to next General Meeting.
3.	NEWSLETTER
Scott was absent, but as usual begged for an early submissions to the Newsletter.
4.	JANUARY INFORMAL
Decision was made to cancel the January informal meeting because it falls on New Year's Day.  Al will ask Joe Gobbini if he wishes to host February meeting since he traditionally has hosted the January meeting.
5.	NOVEMBER ELECTION
Candidates needed for all positions.
6.	FOLLOW UP ON BUDDY LIST
Scott still wants to build database of Buddies (his GOT dive depends on it) 
7.	IMPLEMENTING GOT DIVES FOR NEADC OFFICERS
December General Meeting will have one dive.  January 4th will be first dive to have NEADC officers. There are six officers who will have GOT dives: Peter, Anna, Jim, Al, Scott and Alicia, remaining four spots will be return to the general pool (Maryhelen and Bryce voluntarily returned their dives to the pool). It was decided to use one of those dives during the membership drive in April as an extra chance to win GOT dive.


OFFICER REPORTS:

ENVIRONMENTAL:  Alicia was absent due to work but she asked to remind everyone about Saturday's clean-up of Canoe Beach and Northeastern's Open House.
CPR course will be offered this fall in conjunction with NEAq.

NO OTHER BUSINESS.

Meeting Adjourned:  8:35


